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3.1 Descriptive data on target and control companies 
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Table 3.1: Sample descriptive statistics 





VCT 5,903 4,021.04 1,371.33 10,967.89 7,589.66 7,631.64 5.79 Fixed Assets 
(£’000s) 
EIS  52,732 1,154.92 113.30 31,766.05 12,029.53 28,653.40 4.70 
 Control 429,980 2,204.55 104.79 89,469.54 71,283.18 68,711.43 6.19 
VCT 3,395 3,937.11 1,895.06 7,337.50 5,275.34 4,328.00 4.30 Gross Profits 
(£’000s) 
EIS 16,068 1,659.23 375.11 4,325.28 3,386.03 2,094.23 3.42 
 Control 112,942 1,409.99 429.10 12,430.51 11,066.60 6,314.13 4.15 
VCT 5,023 -1,957.42 -87.75 82,118.59 31,769.72 74,907.99 5.35 Operating Profits 
(£’000s) 
EIS 26,116 -313.27 -30.79 3,814.05 2,259.69 3,061.02 3.88 
 Control 192,439 42.65 20.72 29,166.69 19,186.75 23,170.02 5.05 
Profit Margins VCT 2,917 -7.88 0.25 25.09 24.07 16.62 4.13 
 EIS 14,107 -6.34 -0.22 26.12 25.69 16.25 3.31 
 Control 115,583 5.29 3.45 19.54 18.51 12.03 4.13 
Employment VCT 3,637 177.58 67.00 593.51 383.24 293.94 4.50 
 EIS 11,879 103.99 33.00 392.04 247.96 251.41 3.84 
 Control 93,515 57.24 18.00 690.96 623.70 370.27 4.05 
VCT 1,841 1,089.76 75.00 3,515.34 3,954.81 1,449.25 3.49 Investment 
(£’000s) 
EIS 10,524 1,234.65 12.71 6,964.43 12,7019.7 5,179.94 3.37 
 Control 82,553 7,174.04 29.91 192.701 12,9835.3 153,974.9 4.84 
Sales (£’000s) VCT 1,542 13,078.75 1,830.93 29,693.77 22,617.63 12,927.58 4.01 
 EIS 3,370 9,181.33 1,909.93 17,075.79 18,750.23 7,495.41 3.48 
 Control 148,768 6,982.10 1,089.46 89,716.08 60,861.38 50,055.72 4.57 
Gearing Ratio VCT 4,178 220.70 59.30 576.10 646.52 390.79 4.58 
 EIS 28,610 214.07 48.12 645.20 613.54 458.61 3.66 
 Control 281,867 240.92 42.98 769.83 848.37 502.00 5.21 
VCT 1,355 95.73 77.65 115.28 110.83 49.90 3.72 




Control 71,999 481.22 93.26 10,727.14 8,802.94 2,761.22 4.37 
VCT 3,793 74.25 14.58 276.08 223.90 186.63 4.58 
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Table 3.2: Panel Data Structure 
Company id Year Sales (‘000s) Employment Capital stock (‘000s) 
Xcompany 1994 34,000 250 60,000 
Xcompany 1995 35,000 260 71,000 
Xcompany 1996 36,050 265 72,000 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
Xcompany 2005 45,000 350 92,000 
Ycompany 1994 23,000 190 55,000 
Ycompany 1995 24,000 201 57,000 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
Ycompany 2005 40,000 350 88,000 
Zcompany 1994 30,999 200 63,000 
Zcompany 1995 31,000 210 62,030 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
Zcompany 2005 36,000 280 69,040 
 












Gross profits =  real gross profits expressed in 2005 prices 
Employment =  number of employees 
Age =  years since incorporation 
Sector =  1-digit Standard Industrial Classification codes 
Scheme =  dummy variables for the existence of an EIS, VCT or joint-EIS-VCT 
investments, or a variable indicating the actual (real) value in £s of the EIS or 
VCT investment (see Section 5 on treatment variables for a full explanation 
and derivation of each scheme variable) 
(Size*Scheme) =  employment size / scheme variable interaction terms 
(Age*Scheme) =  age of company / scheme variable interaction terms 
(Sector*Scheme) =  1 digit SIC codes / scheme variable interaction terms 
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Table 4.1: Scheme variables and definitions 
Scheme variable Definition 
nEIS dummy variable coded 1 if company has received an EIS investment and 0 else 
nVCT dummy variable coded 1 if company has received a VCT investment and 0 else 
nEIS_only dummy variable coded 1 if company has received an EIS investment and 0 else 
nVCT_only dummy variable coded 1 if company has received a VCT investment and 0 else 
nEIS_nVCT dummy variable coded 1 if company has received an EIS and VCT investment and 0 else 
Ceis cumulative EIS investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices  
Cvct cumulative VCT investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices 
Reis_0 Value of current year EIS investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices 
Reis_1 Value of one year previous EIS investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices 
Reis_2 Value of two years previous EIS investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices 
Rvct_0 Value of current year VCT investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices 
Rvct_1 Value of one year previous VCT investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices 
Rvct_2 Value of two year previous VCT investment measured in real £s at 2005 prices 
Neis_0 dummy variable coded 1 if had an EIS investment in the current year 0 else 
Neis_1 dummy variable coded 1 if had an EIS investment in the previous year 0 else 
Neis_2 dummy variable coded 1 if had an EIS investment two years previous 0 else 
Nvct_0 dummy variable coded 1 if had an VCT investment in the current year 0 else 
Nvct_1 dummy variable coded 1 if had an VCT investment in the previous year 0 else 
Nvct_2 dummy variable coded 1 if had an EIS investment two years previous 0 else 
One_eis dummy variable coded 1 if had single EIS investment 0 else 
Multi_eis dummy variable coded 1 if had more than one EIS investment 0 else 
One_vct dummy variable coded 1 if had single VCT investment 0 else 
Multi_vct dummy variable coded 1 if had more than one VCT investment 0 else 
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Gearing ref 5.4% 8.6% 9.4% 0.10 
Gross profit ref (1.3%) (1.7%) (1.8%) 0.02 
Investment ref 1.0% 2.8% 4.4% 0.12 
Employment ref 1.4% 2.2% 4.0% 0.08 
Profit margin ref 1.9% 2.1% 2.7% 0.06 
Sales ref 1.9% 2.1% 2.8% 0.06 
Operating profit ref 1.9% 2.2% 3.5% 0.07 
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5 General EIS and VCT Dynamics 
Here we present a summary of the basic descriptive evidence for supported companies 
funded through EIS and VCT. 



















































Source: Institute for Employment Studies 
5.3 Year of incorporation and initial EIS/VCT funding 
Table 5.1: Duration between year of EIS/VCT support and year of incorporation 
 EIS % VCT % 
Same year 22.2 12.0 
One year 36.9 43.3 
Two years 12.5 22.2 
Three years 7.1 11.6 
Four or more years 21.3 10.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 





















































Source: Institute for Employment Studies 
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6.1 Gross profits £’000s (Appendix Table A) 
Hypothesis (H1a): Publicly supported companies will have higher levels of Gross Profits (£) 
Key findings: 
■ There is some weak evidence that EIS is associated with higher real gross profit levels, although 
this is far from conclusive. 
■ VCT investment is not associated with higher real gross profits per se. 
■ VCT investments in the hospitality sector outperform those in all other sectors. 
































6.2 Profit margins % (Appendix Table B) 
Hypothesis (H1b): Publicly supported companies will have higher Profit Margins (%) 
Key findings: 
■ VCT and EIS investments are generally associated with lower profit margins. 
■ The negative association with profit margins diminishes over time for EIS investments. 
■ Single EIS and VCT investments are associated with lower profit margins but not multiple 
investments. 
■ EIS and VCT investment in the public administration sector are associated with higher profit 
margins. For EIS this is also true in construction. 













































6.3 Fixed assets £’000s (Appendix Table C) 
Hypothesis (H2): Publicly supported companies will have higher fixed asset levels 
Key findings: 
■ EIS and VCT investments are generally associated with higher levels of fixed asset formation. 
■ Companies receiving both EIS and VCT investments have the highest level of fixed asset 
formation. 
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■ The positive association of VCT investment on fixed asset levels diminishes over time. 
■ For both EIS and VCT the results, though statistically significant, are quantifiably small. 
■ VCT investments have more substantial associations in the transport, public administration, 
‘other’ services and business services sector. 













































6.4 Gearing Ratio (Debt/Equity) (Appendix Table D) 
Hypothesis (H4): Publicly supported companies will have lower gearing ratios 
Key findings: 
■ Although our results are far from conclusive, there is some evidence to suggest that EIS 
investments are associated with reduced gearing. This is not the case for VCT investments. 
■ The (negative) gearing association for EIS increases in scale over time. 
■ Only single EIS investments are associated with reduced gearing. 
■ EIS investments in public administration and ‘other’ services have more substantial associations. 











































6.5 Investment £000s (Appendix Table E) 
Hypothesis (H5): Publicly supported companies will have higher levels of private investment 
Key findings: 
■ Modelling real investment levels was problematic due to higher than average incidence of missing 
data. 
■ No scheme variables were significant. 



















6.6 Sales turnover £000s (Appendix Table F) 
Hypothesis (H7): Publicly supported companies will have higher sales turnover 
Key findings: 
■ VCT investments were generally associated with higher real sales turnover. The evidence for EIS 
was less conclusive, but where it was significant it was positively associated. 
■ Multiple VCT investments were more associated with higher real sales levels than single 
investments. 
■ Here we also note that whilst scheme effects were highly significant in a statistical sense, they 
tended to be quantifiably small. 
■ EIS investments in companies operating in multiple sectors had the greatest positive association 
with real sales. 
■ VCT investments in public administration businesses showed the strongest positive association 








































6.7 Labour productivity (Sales Turnover per Employee) 
(Appendix Table G) 
Hypothesis (H3): Publicly supported companies will have higher levels of labour productivity 
Key findings: 
■ Whilst not conclusive, there is some evidence that EIS, and to a lesser extent VCT, had a positive 
association with labour productivity. 
■ Single EIS investments were found to have a lower association than multiple investments. 
■ EIS investments in companies operating in multiple sectors had the greatest positive association 
with labour productivity. 
■ VCT investments in the primary and public administration sectors had the largest positive 
association and those in ‘other’ services had the largest negative association. 


































































6.8 Employment (Appendix Table H) 
Hypothesis (H8): Publicly supported companies will have higher levels of employment 
Key findings: 
■ There is consistent evidence that EIS and VCT are associated with higher employment levels. 
■ Here we also note that whilst scheme effects were highly significant in a statistical sense, they 
tended to be quantifiably small. 
■ The VCT association is larger than the EIS effect. 
■ The VCT and EIS associations increase over time. 
■ Multiple investments under both schemes outperform single investments. 
■ EIS investments in companies operating in multiple sectors, finance, public administration, 
‘other’ services and business services had the greatest positive association with employment 
levels and those in hospitality had the lowest association. 
■ VCT investments in business services had the greatest association and in transport the lowest. 

















































Hypothesis (H6): Publicly supported companies will have higher survival rates 
Key findings: 
■ EIS and VCT companies both had a lower survival rate than unsupported companies. 
■ Companies in receipt of joint-EIS/VCT funding had a survival rate broadly comparable with 
unsupported companies. 
■ Survival rates for EIS and VCT companies were fairly constant over time. 
■ For unsupported companies and recipients of joint EIS/VCT funding, non-survival rates diminished 
over time. 
■ Only four out of ten EIS and VCT companies will survive ten years. 
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Scale of  
scheme 
results  Sector variation Size effects Age effects 
Gross Profits       
EIS +ve (+ve) n/a  -ve 0 
VCT 
H1a: publicly supported companies 
will have higher levels of Gross 
Profits 
+ve 0 n/a hospitality (+) -ve 0 
Profit Margins       
EIS +ve -ve small construction (+) 0 0 
VCT 
H1b: publicly supported companies 
will have higher levels of Profit 
Margins 
+ve -ve small  0 + 
Fixed Assets       
EIS +ve +ve small other services (+) +ve +ve 
VCT 
H2: publicly supported companies 
will have higher fixed asset levels 
+ve +ve small transport (+) 
business services (+) 
 
other services (+) 
+ve 0 
Gearing       
EIS -ve -ve n/a business services (+) 
other services (+) 
0 +ve 
VCT 
H4: publicly supported companies 
will have lower gearing ratios 
-ve 0 n/a  0 0 
Investment       
EIS +ve 0 n/a  0 0 
VCT 
H5: publicly supported companies 
will have higher levels of (private) 
investment 
+ve 0 n/a  0 0 
Sales       
EIS +ve +ve small multiple sectors (+) 0 0 
VCT 
H7: publicly supported companies 
will have higher sales turnover 

















Scale of  
scheme 
results  Sector variation Size effects Age effects 
Labour Productivity       
EIS +ve (+ve) small multiple sectors (+) -ve 0 
VCT 
H3: publicly supported companies 
will have higher levels of labour 
productivity 
+ve 0 n/a utilities (+) 
 
other services (-ve) 
-ve 0 
Employment       
EIS +ve +ve small multiple sectors (+) 
hospitality (-ve) 
finance (+) 
business services (+) 
 
other services (+) 
+ve +ve 
VCT 
H8: publicly supported companies 
will have higher levels of 
employment 
+ve +ve small hospitality (-ve) 
business services (+) 
+ve +ve 
Survival      
EIS +ve -ve n/a    
VCT 
H6: publicly supported companies 
will have higher survival rates 
+ve -ve n/a    
Notes: ‘+ve’ indicates generally positive and statistically significant effects for scheme variables. ‘(+ve)’ indicates some statistically significant and positive 
scheme variables. ‘0’ indicates insignificant scheme variables. ‘-ve’ indicates generally negative and statistically significant effects for scheme variables. 
‘small’ indicates scheme variable coefficient is quantifiably small. 
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Fixed effects  
(2) 
Fixed effects  
(3) 




Fixed effects  
(6) 
Random effects + time  
+interactions (7) 
Employment  19.28*** 19.28*** 19.28*** 19.28*** 19.28*** 19.28*** 19.58*** 
nEIS 156.59      1400.46** 
nVCT 259.69      -26.61 
Sic_multiple       1023.91*** 
Sic_primary       1333.20 
Sic_utilities       -951.89 
Sic_construction       -392.39 
Sic_hospitality       -25.06 
Sic_transport       176.82 
Sic_finance       2119.82*** 
Sic_business       413.34 
Sic_public administration       -853.10 
Sic_other       156.47 
Age 60.32*** 60.60*** 62.75*** 59.89*** 60.99*** 62.38*** -26.93*** 
nEIS_only  219.57      
nVCT_only  541.19      
nEIS_nVCt  252.34      
C_eis   0.0003     
C_vct   0.0002     
Reis_0    -0.0003*    
Reis_1    -0.0002    
Reis_2    -0.0001    
Rvct_0    0.0002    
Rvct_1    0.0003    
Rvct_2    0.0004    
Neis_0     -685.05**   






Fixed effects  
(2) 
Fixed effects  
(3) 




Fixed effects  
(6) 
Random effects + time  
+interactions (7) 
Neis_1     -51.53   
Neis_2     43.71   
Nvct_0     41.55   
Nvct_1     249.51   
Nvct_2     153.99   
One_vct      116.02  
Multi_vct      337.69  
One_eis      95.32  
Multi_eis      553.27  
Year 1996        
Year 1997       -102.91 
Year 1998       -459.83** 
Year 1999       -557.08*** 
Year 2000       -455.13** 
Year 2001       -738.64*** 
Year 2002       -448.33** 
Year 2003       -682.01*** 
Year 2004       -657.48*** 
Sic_multiple_eis       -982.11 
Sic_primary_eis       -2528.87 
Sic_utilities_eis       2167.92 
Sic_construction_eis       283.14 
Sic_hospitality_eis       496.36 
Sic_transport_eis       281.86 
Sic_finance_eis       -1715.02 
Sic_business_eis       -666.33 
Sic_public administration_eis       13.67 






Fixed effects  
(2) 
Fixed effects  
(3) 




Fixed effects  
(6) 
Random effects + time  
+interactions (7) 
Sic_other_eis       -1231.39 
Sic_multiple_vct       429.75 
Sic_primary_vct       -1297.48 
Sic_utilities_vct       4130.24 
Sic_construction_vct       1570.28 
Sic_hospitality_vct       5342.61*** 
Sic_transport_vct       3232.16 
Sic_finance_vct       2187.90 
Sic_business_vct       2141.04* 
Sic_public administration_vct       4540.59* 
Sic_other_vct       2153.79 
Age*EIS       -31.30 
Age*VCT       17.43 
Size*EIS       -16.14*** 
Size*VCT       -1.74*** 
Constant 2301.75*** 2299.00*** 2331.32*** 2322.79*** 2354.04*** 2330.73*** 748.42*** 
No.Obs 78,538 78,538 78,538 78,538 78,538 78,538 78,538 
Average Time Period (years) 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 
F statistic /Wald χ2 4,336.39 3,469.11 4,337.32 2,168.75 2,168.86 2,891.05 34,954.94 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Table B: Preferred Performance Model Specifications: Profit Margins 
Model specification 
Fixed effects  
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects  
 + time (2) 





+ time (5) 
Fixed effects 
+ time (6)  
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions 7) 
Employment  -0.00 0.00 6.98e-6 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 
nEIS -2.19***      -5.18*** 
nVCT -2.44***      -0.80 
Sic_multiple   2.48*** 2.49***    
Sic_primary   5.70*** 5.69***    
Sic_utilities   -37.85*** -38.25***    
Sic_construction   3.84*** 3.84***    
Sic_hospitality   0.26 0.22    
Sic_transport   0.87 0.76    
Sic_finance   9.94*** 9.93***    
Sic_business   -3.30*** -3.39***    
Sic_public administration   3.64*** 3.58***    
Sic_other   -0.39 -0.46    
Age -0.02 -0.02 -0.06*** -0.05*** 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
nEIS_only  -2.70***      
nVCT_only  -4.78***      
nEIS_nVCt  -3.03***      
C_eis   -2.8e-6***     
C_vct   -1.6e-6***     
Reis_0    -3.1e-6***    
Reis_1    -2.5e-6***    
Reis_2    -1.8e-6***    
Rvct_0    -1.6e-6***    
Rvct_1    -3.1e-6***    
Rvct_2    -2.1e-6***    
Neis_0     -5.00***   




Fixed effects  
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects  
 + time (2) 





+ time (5) 
Fixed effects 
+ time (6)  
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions 7) 
Neis_1     -2.89***   
Neis_2     -0.55   
Nvct_0     -0.29   
Nvct_1     -1.02   
Nvct_2     -0.34   
One_vct      -4.01***  
Multi_vct      -0.76  
One_eis      -2.75***  
Multi_eis      0.95  
Year 1996        
Year 1997 0.11 0.11   0.15 0.14 0.10 
Year 1998 -0.72*** -0.71***   -0.63*** -0.66*** -0.72*** 
Year 1999 -1.38*** -1.37***   -1.27*** -1.32*** -1.37*** 
Year 2000 -1.88*** -1.86***   -1.73*** -1.82*** -1.88*** 
Year 2001 -2.71*** -2.70***   -2.58*** -2.66*** -2.72*** 
Year 2002 -2.78*** -2.76***   -2.68*** -2.74*** -2.78*** 
Year 2003 -1.83*** -1.82***   -1.78*** -1.80*** -1.82*** 
Year 2004        
Sic_multiple_eis       5.36 
Sic_primary_eis       -10.92 
Sic_utilities_eis        
Sic_construction_eis       11.69** 
Sic_hospitality_eis       3.64* 
Sic_transport_eis       0.56 
Sic_finance_eis       3.04 
Sic_business_eis       0.08 
Sic_public administration_eis       17.51*** 




Fixed effects  
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects  
 + time (2) 





+ time (5) 
Fixed effects 
+ time (6)  
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions 7) 
Sic_other_eis       3.55 
Sic_multiple_eis        
Sic_primary_vct       -10.13 
Sic_utilities_vct       5.83 
Sic_construction_vct       5.06 
Sic_hospitality_vct       3.62 
Sic_transport_vct       2.45 
Sic_finance_vct       3.04 
Sic_business_vct       -2.94 
Sic_public administration_vct       14.41*** 
Sic_other_vct       -3.11 
Age*EIS       -0.07* 
Age*VCT       0.16** 
Size*EIS       0.00 
Size*VCT       0.00 
Constant 3.31*** 3.33*** -0.61* -0.58* 3.82*** 3.40*** 3.37*** 
No.Obs 76,414 76,414 76,414 76,414 76,414 76,414 76,414 
Average Time Period (years) 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 
F statistic / Wald χ2 30.33 28.42 872.18 954.61 29.39 28.07 12.10 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Table C: Preferred Performance Model Specifications: Real Fixed Assets (2005 prices) 
Model specification 
Fixed effects 
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Employment  0.55*** 0.55*** 0.55*** 0.55*** 0.55*** 0.55*** 0.53*** 
nEIS 0.28***      -0.05 
nVCT 0.34***      -0.49*** 
Sic_multiple        
Sic_primary        
Sic_utilities        
Sic_construction        
Sic_hospitality        
Sic_transport        
Sic_finance        
Sic_business        
Sic_public administration        
Sic_other        
Age 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 
nEIS_only  0.30***      
nVCT_only  0.42***      
nEIS_nVCt  0.57***      
C_eis   1.5e-7***     
C_vct   1.3e-7***     
Reis_0    6.6e-8***    
Reis_1    9.3e-8***    
Reis_2    5.6e-8***    
Rvct_0    2.2e-7***    
Rvct_1    1.2e-7***    
Rvct_2    5.4e-8*    
Neis_0     0.09***   





 + time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Neis_1     0.10***   
Neis_2     0.07***   
Nvct_0     0.26***   
Nvct_1     0.16***   
Nvct_2     0.04   
One_vct      0.30***  
Multi_vct      0.37***  
One_eis      0.28***  
Multi_eis      0.28***  
Year 1996        
Year 1997 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.04*** 0.04*** 
Year 1998 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 
Year 1999 0.12*** 0.12*** 0.12*** 0.11*** 0.11*** 0.12*** 0.12*** 
Year 2000 0.15*** 0.15*** 0.16*** 0.15*** 0.15*** 0.15*** 0.16*** 
Year 2001 0.13*** 0.13*** 0.14*** 0.12*** 0.13*** 0.13*** 0.13*** 
Year 2002 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.07*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 0.08*** 
Year 2003 0.02** 0.02** 0.02** 0.02* 0.02* 0.02*** 0.02** 
Year 2004        
Sic_multiple_eis       -0.15 
Sic_primary_eis       -0.54 
Sic_utilities_eis        
Sic_construction_eis       -0.29 
Sic_hospitality_eis       0.08 
Sic_transport_eis       0.29* 
Sic_finance_eis       0.05 
Sic_business_eis       -0.13 
Sic_public administration_eis       -0.41* 





 + time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Sic_other_eis       0.30** 
Sic_multiple_eis       -0.35 
Sic_primary_vct       0.88 
Sic_utilities_vct       0.62 
Sic_construction_vct       0.02 
Sic_hospitality_vct       0.10 
Sic_transport_vct       0.79*** 
Sic_finance_vct       0.20 
Sic_business_vct       0.27** 
Sic_public administration_vct       0.61*** 
Sic_other_vct       0.34** 
Age*EIS       0.004** 
Age*VCT       0.007* 
Size*EIS       0.11*** 
Size*VCT       0.15*** 
Constant 4.55*** 4.55*** 4.54*** 4.51*** 4.51*** 4.56*** 4.61*** 
No.Obs 106,068 106,068 106,068 106,068 106,068 106,068 106,068 
Average Time Period (years) 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 
F statistic / Wald χ2 985.78 904.00 982.51 720.63 719.12 834.41 324.50 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Table D: Preferred Performance Model Specifications: Gearing Ratio 
Model specification 
Fixed effects 
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (4) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (5) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (6) 
Random effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Employment  0.05*** 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.03*** 
nEIS -48.98*      -63.19* 
nVCT 2.56      13.01 
Sic_multiple        
Sic_primary        
Sic_utilities        
Sic_construction        
Sic_hospitality        
Sic_transport        
Sic_finance        
Sic_business        
Sic_public administration        
Sic_other        
Age -10.78*** -10.78*** -11.16*** -11.20*** -11.23*** -11.14*** -5.20*** 
nEIS_only  -47.83*      
nVCT_only  7.09      
nEIS_nVCt  -49.04      
C_eis   1.4e-6     
C_vct   0.00     
Reis_0    -3.3e-5***    
Reis_1    -3.2e-5***    
Reis_2    -3.5e-5***    
Rvct_0    1.05e-7    
Rvct_1    -1.1e-5    
Rvct_2    -2.4e-5    
Neis_0     -35.54*   





 + time (1) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (4) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (5) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (6) 
Random effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Neis_1     -14.70   
Neis_2     27.58   
Nvct_0     4.49   
Nvct_1     -23.31   
Nvct_2     27.63   
One_vct      -29.82  
Multi_vct      17.74  
One_eis      -70.14***  
Multi_eis      53.53  
Year 1996        
Year 1997 2.84 2.83 3.12 3.22 3.31 3.16 1.79 
Year 1998 -1.26 -1.28 -1.00 -0.46 -0.81 -0.48 -9.83 
Year 1999 11.24 11.22 11.54 12.33 11.97 12.28 1.43 
Year 2000 14.79* 14.76* 15.02* 16.33** 15.67* 16.08** -3.96 
Year 2001 28.61*** 28.59*** 28.71*** 30.19*** 29.26*** 29.72*** 3.99 
Year 2002 21.55*** 21.53*** 21.61*** 23.04*** 21.67*** 22.34*** -10.75 
Year 2003 3.75 3.73 3.93 4.15 3.90 4.33 -30.03*** 
Year 2004       -31.94*** 
Sic_multiple_eis       -95.69 
Sic_primary_eis       -97.00 
Sic_utilities_eis       -939.89 
Sic_construction_eis       -81.02 
Sic_hospitality_eis       -52.07 
Sic_transport_eis       -23.92 
Sic_finance_eis       -42.46 
Sic_business_eis       -125.90*** 
Sic_public administration_eis       -14.37 





 + time (1) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (4) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (5) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (6) 
Random effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Sic_other_eis       -137.29** 
Sic_multiple_vct       -0.39 
Sic_primary_vct       -160.76 
Sic_utilities_vct       218.21 
Sic_construction_vct       156.23 
Sic_hospitality_vct       -91.75 
Sic_transport_vct       -247.04* 
Sic_finance_vct       -94.83 
Sic_business_vct       -41.78 
Sic_public administration_vct       84.46 
Sic_other_vct       22.81 
Age*EIS       3.50*** 
Age*VCT       -0.36 
Size*EIS       -0.01 
Size*VCT       -0.04 
Constant 444.40*** 444.38*** 446.86*** 449.40*** 449.09*** 449.19*** 405.67*** 
No.Obs 77,435 77,435 77,435 77,435 77,435 77,435 77,435 
Average Time Period (years) 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 
F statistic / Wald χ2 18.14 16.63 17.85 14.27 13.68 16.80 539.18 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Random effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Employment  -59.09*** 36.41*** -59.09*** -59.06*** 36.40*** 36.41*** 36.95*** 
nEIS 2750.98      380.77 
nVCT 10614.30      3362.79 
Sic_multiple  14148.39**   14359.63** 14068.76** 14414.04** 
Sic_primary  1493.90   1626.47 1452.26 1983.36 
Sic_utilities  2652.63   2649.80 2196.92 1212.23 
Sic_construction  -852.43   -750.58 -902.77 -726.66 
Sic_hospitality  -10.48   57.79 -13.09 251.31 
Sic_transport  2351.02   2325.51 2326.47 1225.28 
Sic_finance  17491.05*   17669.11* 17403.61* 18152.12* 
Sic_business  2493.82   2153.59 2497.21 2730.51 
Sic_public administration  1439.20   1599.48 1331.54 1370.61 
Sic_other  1611.75   1660.51 1509.66 1449.75 
Age 315.37 104.95 325.55 356.22 108.62 103.91 111.85 
nEIS_only  -1488.98      
nVCT_only  -3260.21      
nEIS_nVCt  -9702.97      
C_eis   0.0002     
C_vct   0.006     
Reis_0    -0.0002    
Reis_1    0.0002    
Reis_2    0.0002    
Rvct_0    -0.003    
Rvct_1    -0.001    
Rvct_2    0.0005    






















Random effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Neis_0     620.68   
Neis_1     72.14   
Neis_2     -1444.12   
Nvct_0     -94.43   
Nvct_1     -2829.36   
Nvct_2     -5923.55   
One_vct      -3573.41  
Multi_vct      -6673.94  
One_eis      -2692.68  
Multi_eis      -585.67  
Year 1996        
Year 1997       -436.53 
Year 1998       3616.74 
Year 1999       5137.31 
Year 2000       18079.34** 
Year 2001       2125.12 
Year 2002       3037.23 
Year 2003       3717.12 
Year 2004       7444.18 
Sic_multiple_eis       -12709.00 
Sic_primary_eis       -2523.99 
Sic_utilities_eis       -3541.22 
Sic_construction_eis       1106.21 
Sic_hospitality_eis       -1407.73 
Sic_transport_eis       6894.24 
Sic_finance_eis       -15997.46 






















Random effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Sic_business_eis       -2295.49 
Sic_public administration_eis       -3180.51 
Sic_other_eis       -511.14 
Sic_multiple_vct       -12418.33 
Sic_primary_vct       -5113.82 
Sic_utilities_vct        
Sic_construction_vct       787.59 
Sic_hospitality_vct       898.58 
Sic_transport_vct       -5335.91 
Sic_finance_vct       -5848.27 
Sic_business_vct       -961.28 
Sic_public administration_vct       10081.35 
Sic_other_vct       1940.71 
Age*EIS       76.36 
Age*VCT       -246.47 
Size*EIS       -10.94 
Size*VCT       -28.31 
Constant 10162.50 -3881.99 10244.51 9841.52 -4194.79 -3770.01 -9152.78 
No.Obs 27,123 27,123 27,123 27,123 27,123 27,123 27,123 
Average Time Period (years) 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 
F statistic / Wald χ2 93.25 686.35 93.25 46.60 686.12 686.32 702.80 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Table F: Preferred Performance Model Specifications: Real Sales (2005 Prices) 
Model specification 
Fixed effects  
+ time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Employment  0.84*** 0.84*** 0.84*** 0.84*** 0.84*** 0.84*** 0.84*** 
nEIS -0.01      0.14 
nVCT 0.15***      0.46** 
Sic_multiple        
Sic_primary        
Sic_utilities        
Sic_construction        
Sic_hospitality        
Sic_transport        
Sic_finance        
Sic_business        
Sic_public administration        
Sic_other        
Age -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** -0.01*** 
nEIS_only  0.01      
nVCT_only  0.19***      
nEIS_nVCt  0.13**      
C_eis   8.6e-8***     
C_vct   4.8e-8**     
Reis_0    -1.4e-8    
Reis_1    -1.0e-9    
Reis_2    5.6e-10    
Rvct_0    -2.3e-8    
Rvct_1    5.3e-8*    
Rvct_2    2.6e-8    
Neis_0     -0.12***   




Fixed effects  
+ time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Neis_1     -0.05*   
Neis_2     0.01   
Nvct_0     0.04   
Nvct_1     0.05   
Nvct_2     0.04   
One_vct      0.12**  
Multi_vct      0.21***  
One_eis      -0.06  
Multi_eis      0.03  
Year 1996        
Year 1997 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002 
Year 1998 -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** 
Year 1999 -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** 
Year 2000 -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** 
Year 2001 -0.02*** -0.02*** -0.02*** -0.02*** -0.02*** -0.02*** -0.02*** 
Year 2002 -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** 
Year 2003 -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** -0.03*** 
Year 2004        
Sic_multiple_eis       2.40*** 
Sic_primary_eis        
Sic_utilities_eis        
Sic_construction_eis       -0.10 
Sic_hospitality_eis       -0.06 
Sic_transport_eis       0.26 
Sic_finance_eis       -0.17 
Sic_business_eis       -0.05 
Sic_public administration_eis       -0.13 




Fixed effects  
+ time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time  
+ interactions (7) 
Sic_other_eis       0.33 
Sic_multiple_vct       0.78 
Sic_primary_vct       -0.42 
Sic_utilities_vct       0.90** 
Sic_construction_vct        
Sic_hospitality_vct       -0.05 
Sic_transport_vct       -0.40 
Sic_finance_vct       0.33 
Sic_business_vct       -0.12 
Sic_public administration_vct       1.05*** 
Sic_other_vct       -0.43** 
Age*EIS       -0.001 
Age*VCT       -0.007* 
Size*EIS       -0.03 
Size*VCT       -0.03 
Constant 5.59*** 5.59*** 5.59*** 5.58*** 5.59*** 5.59*** 5.58*** 
No.Obs 73,003 73,003 73,003 73,003 73,003 73,003 73,003 
Average Time Period (years) 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 
F statistic / Wald χ2 3068.50 2812.83 3070.75 2249.50 2251.28 2597.32 1057.45 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Table G: Preferred Performance Model Specifications: Labour Productivity 
Model specification 
Fixed effects  
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Ln Capital/Labour Ratio 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 0.07*** 
Capital/Labour Ratio Squared 3.1e-12*** 3.1e-12*** 3.1e-12*** 3.1e-12*** 3.1e-12*** 3.1e-12*** 3.1e-12*** 
nEIS -0.04      0.33** 
nVCT 0.07      0.74*** 
Sic_multiple        
Sic_primary        
Sic_utilities        
Sic_construction        
Sic_hospitality        
Sic_transport        
Sic_finance        
Sic_business        
Sic_public administration        
Sic_other        
Age 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 
nEIS_only  -0.03      
nVCT_only  0.11*      
nEIS_nVCt  0.01      
C_eis   6.1e-8***     
C_vct   9.2e-9     
Reis_0    -1.5e-8    
Reis_1    -5.8e-9    
Reis_2    2.2e-9    
Rvct_0    -4.9e-8*    
Rvct_1    1.7e-8    
Rvct_2    1.4e-9    




Fixed effects  
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Neis_0     -0.11***   
Neis_1     -0.06**   
Neis_2     0.02   
Nvct_0     0.003   
Nvct_1     0.01   
Nvct_2     0.005   
One_vct      0.05  
Multi_vct      0.10*  
One_eis      -0.09**  
Multi_eis      0.001  
Year 1996        
Year 1997 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01  
Year 1998 -0.06*** -0.06*** -0.06*** -0.06*** -0.06*** -0.06***  
Year 1999 -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08***  
Year 2000 -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08***  
Year 2001 -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08*** -0.08***  
Year 2002 -0.07*** -0.07*** -0.07*** -0.07*** -0.07*** -0.07***  
Year 2003 -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.04***  
Year 2004 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00  
Sic_multiple_eis       2.17*** 
Sic_primary_eis        
Sic_utilities_eis        
Sic_construction_eis       -0.07 
Sic_hospitality_eis       -0.11 
Sic_transport_eis       0.20 
Sic_finance_eis       -0.25 
Sic_business_eis       -0.06 




Fixed effects  
 + time (1) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (4) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (5) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (6) 
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Sic_public administration_eis       -0.16 
Sic_other_eis       0.21 
Sic_multiple_vct       0.74 
Sic_primary_vct       -0.39 
Sic_utilities_vct       0.91** 
Sic_construction_vct        
Sic_hospitality_vct       -0.07 
Sic_transport_vct       -0.46* 
Sic_finance_vct       0.33 
Sic_business_vct       -0.17 
Sic_public administration_vct       0.95*** 
Sic_other_vct       -0.54*** 
Age*EIS       0.001 
Age*VCT       -0.004 
Size*EIS       -0.086*** 
Size*VCT       -0.105*** 
Constant 3.92*** 3.92*** 3.92*** 3.92*** 3.92*** 3.92*** 3.92*** 
No.Obs 70,638 70,638 70,638 70,638 70,638 70,638 70,638 
Average Time Period (years) 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 
F statistic / Wald χ2 163.89 151.35 164.56 123.11 124.05 141.08 62.63 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Table H: Preferred Performance Model Specifications: Employment 
Model specification 
Fixed effects  
+ time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (4) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (5) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (6) 
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Employment         
nEIS 0.35***      -1.94*** 
nVCT 0.65***      -0.94*** 
Sic_multiple        
Sic_primary        
Sic_utilities        
Sic_construction        
Sic_hospitality        
Sic_transport        
Sic_finance        
Sic_business        
Sic_public administration        
Sic_other        
Age 0.003** 0.003** 0.002 -0.002 -0.001 0.004*** 0.004*** 
nEIS_only  0.33***      
nVCT_only  0.59***      
nEIS_nVCt  1.03***      
C_eis   2.0e-7***     
C_vct   3.0e-7***     
Reis_0    -1.1e-8    
Reis_1    5.8e-8***    
Reis_2    7.5e-8***    
Rvct_0    1.9e-7***    
Rvct_1    1.8e-7***    
Rvct_2    2.1e-7***    
Neis_0     -0.06***   




Fixed effects  
+ time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (4) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (5) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (6) 
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Neis_1     0.08***   
Neis_2     0.13***   
Nvct_0     0.26***   
Nvct_1     0.31***   
Nvct_2     0.28***   
One_vct      0.46***  
Multi_vct      0.78***  
One_eis      0.26***  
Multi_eis      0.64***  
Year 1996        
Year 1997 0.02** 0.02** 0.02*** 0.01** 0.02** 0.02*** 0.02*** 
Year 1998 0.004 0.004 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.01 0.01 
Year 1999 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01** -0.01** -0.01 -0.00 
Year 2000 0.004 0.005 0.11* 0.001 0.002 0.01 0.01 
Year 2001 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.03*** 0.015** 0.02** 0.02*** 0.02*** 
Year 2002 0.01* 0.01* 0.02** 0.006 0.01 0.01** 0.01 
Year 2003 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.013** -0.01* -0.01 -0.00 
Year 2004        
Sic_multiple_eis       0.56*** 
Sic_primary_eis       -0.40* 
Sic_utilities_eis        
Sic_construction_eis       -0.23 
Sic_hospitality_eis       -0.19*** 
Sic_transport_eis       -0.16* 
Sic_finance_eis       0.54*** 
Sic_business_eis       0.15*** 
Sic_public administration_eis       0.49*** 




Fixed effects  
+ time (1) 
Fixed effects  
+ time (2) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (3) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (4) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (5) 
Fixed effects 
 + time (6) 
Fixed effects + time 
 + interactions (7) 
Sic_other_eis       0.32*** 
Sic_multiple_vct       0.74* 
Sic_primary_vct       -0.16 
Sic_utilities_vct       -0.13 
Sic_construction_vct       -0.10 
Sic_hospitality_vct       -0.40*** 
Sic_transport_vct       0.22* 
Sic_finance_vct       0.04 
Sic_business_vct       0.18*** 
Sic_public administration_vct       0.08 
Sic_other_vct       0.12 
Age*EIS       0.014*** 
Age*VCT       0.012*** 
Size*EIS       0.65*** 
Size*VCT       0.32*** 
Constant 2.98*** 2.98*** 2.98*** 2.95*** 2.96*** 3.00*** 3.02*** 
No.Obs 109,994 109,994 109,994 109,994 109,994 109,994 109,994 
Average Time Period (years) 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 
F statistic / Wald χ2 136.47 124.63 128.01 40.98 63.36 152.95 283.61 
Notes:  “*”indicates significant at 10 per cent level, “**” significant at 5 per cent level, and “***” significant at 1 per cent level. 
  F statistic is reported for Fixed Effects models and Wald statistic for Random Effects models. 
  Hausman tests are employed to determine whether Fixed Effects or Random Effects models are preferred. 
  Time dummy variables are tested for inclusion using a group parameter deletion test. 
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Table J: SIC codes and total number of observations 







28,795 Financial Services 
119,990 Business Services 
42,614 Public Administration 
72,098 Other Services 
1,070,498 Total 
 
